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Concrete—continued
paving, table of proportions and
quantities for one cubic vd ,
294
table of quantity of mixing water
required, 293
tamping, 179
tests for surface hardening, 181
transmission   of   loads   across
joints, 170
transverse j omts, 166-169
types of joints, 167-169
pipes as culverts, 26
porous pipes for drainage of sub-
soils, 14
road, reinforced (see also Reinforced
concrete), 170
roads, measurement of wear, 232
hardening of, 174
rough, for filling trenches, 218
slab manhole chamber, 212
slab paving or foundation, 217
reinstatement of, 217
slightly worn, patching for, 221
subway, 211
test for relative tune for breaking
reinforced and plain slabs, 220
transit mixers for, 164
warping joints, 169
wheelers for hill roads, 86
Consolidation of embankment, Road
Research Laby. tests, 19
Construction equipment and plant,
201
Continuous concrete mixers, 189
Contracts, general conditions, 288
Corner strengthening for road slabs,
183
Corners, blind, road mirrors for, 49
Corrugation, analysis of, 222
causes of skidding, 227
effect of braking, 225
influence of rolling, 229
of concrete roads, 229
of earth roads, 230
on hills, 226
of sett paving on hills, 226
on tar macadam roads, 228
on waterbound macadam, 227
reinforcement of asphalte, 229
wear at bends, 226
Costs, unit, 277
Cowper block, rubber paving—also
Cresson block, 143
Crompton three-axle roller, 229
Crossfall for different types of cam-
bered road, 33
,„   for flagging for footways,. 192
for sidefall type of road surfaces,
153, 172
French examples in Morocco, 76
Crossing for footways, 194
 Crown   height   of   cambered   road,
formulae for determining, 35
Cube test formeltmg point of bitumen,
138
Cubic parabola, 39
Culverts, concrete pipes,   construc-
tion of inverts for, 26*
corrugated rustless pipes, 27
reinforced concrete, 26
run-off, estimation, 27
square-shaped, 2&
Curves and junctions, superelevation
of, 72
Bernoulli's lemmscate, 40
compound, 36
distribution of weight at, 61
of wheel traffic at, 60
for right-angled intersections, 194
hairpin, 43, 84	*
increased width at, 47
parabolic, 38
range of vision, horizontal, 49
of vision, vertical, 54
reduction of gradient at, 84
serpentine, 46
spiral, 39
superelevated, 59
table of safe speeds at banked, 67
of sin 2a values, etc., 46
transition, between simple curves,
38
selection of, 41
vertical for bridge approaches, 55
Cyclists, dual tracks, 197
road facilities for, 197
single tracks, 198
special roads for, 198
subways for, dimensions of, 199,200
Trunk Roads Act, siting of tracks,
199
*
Deformation impact test, 241
Depths for underground mains, etc,,
210
Design speeds for motorways, 109
for mountainous roads, 80
for traffic circles, 100
Deval abrasion machine, 233
Differential  gear,   corrugation  and
skidding, 226
Direct labour, 276
Direction signs, 249
Dishing of crossings, 194
for gullies, 173
Distributors, tar pressure, checking
of jets, 149
Dual carriage-ways, 127
Double tar-surface dressing, 147
Dowels for joints in concrete road
slabs, 167
Drainage for landslides, 88
into chalk subsoil, 15

